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ULTRA-SIMPLE, ULTRA-FAST GOODSYNC VERSION 6
SYNCS ONE MILLION FILES AT ONCE
New Version of Siber Systems’ Popular Data Synchronization Product Debuts,
Giving Individuals and Businesses Unparalleled Simplicity and Power
FAIRFAX, VA — September 26, 2007 — Siber Systems, Inc., a leading productivity provider,
today announced the release of GoodSync Version 6, the latest version of its award-winning data
backup and synchronization product. Despite a simplicity and power that has earned it top praise
from Computer Shopper, Network World and various other computer magazines and software
Web sites, Version 6 has become even faster and easier to use, thanks to a slick new graphic
interface and an improved synchronization algorithm proven capable of syncing a million files at
once.
GoodSync allows users to synchronize data between any two PCs or storage devices, in any
direction. Backups and synchronizations can be accomplished via USB cable, over a home or
workplace network, or even the Internet. The highly advanced product automatically detects the
latest file changes and deletions regardless of where the changes/deletions exist, then moves
them to all other devices involved in the sync—a perfect tool for updating and transferring
music, videos, work files, photos or other important information.
User Convenience, Simplicity
GoodSync Version 6 adds a number of new features that make it easy enough, yet robust enough
for both home and business use. User improvements in Version 6 include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A new tree-based interface that allows users to more easily view file changes;
An improved file status display that shows files matched, files unmatched and sync
direction;
Advanced automatic settings that allow complete set-it-and-forget-it flexibility;
Easy job setup with a tabbed display that facilitates switching between multiple jobs;
Improved first time help messages offered through pop-up balloons;
An online, step-by-step tutorial; and
Now available in 12 languages.

“GoodSync has been much heralded for making a complicated task incredibly simple. Yet with
Version 6 we’ve pushed the envelope even further,” noted William Carey, vice president of
marketing for Siber Systems. “The user interface has just two main options, Analyze and Sync,
making our software easy for beginners, yet very robust for advanced users and tasks. Add in
the automatic settings, help balloons, an online tutorial, the ability to sync a million files at once,
plus a free trial offer, and there’s no longer a reason not to get started today syncing and backing
up files with our ultra-easy Good Sync Version 6.”
- more -
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Business-Capable
In addition to its popularity with consumers, many businesses have discovered the enterpriseclass backup performance of GoodSync. Version 6 offers a host of features that add to
GoodSync’s appeal, including automatic settings that enable GoodSync to periodically perform
backups throughout the business day without affecting worker productivity.
GoodSync’s Mass Install capability allows IT staff to install GoodSync on any number of
workstations remotely and in the background. A sync job can also be created and started using
the GoodSync command line, allowing tech personnel to easily call GoodSync from batch files
as well as from other programs.
To simplify synchronization tasks, syncs can be set to run automatically on logon or logoff using
an AutoSync setting; what’s more, GoodSync can be set up to automatically save a copy of a file
that GoodSync is about to replace when syncing, ensuring that the last two versions of any file
are maintained for recovery if needed.
“We’re very proud of our new synchronization algorithm, and the ability of GoodSync to sync a
million files simultaneously with minimal computer resources,” said Vadim Maslov, CEO of
Siber Systems. “Our investigation shows that there are no other products currently on the market
that can match the performance of our sync algorithm.”
Pricing, Availability
Siber Systems’ GoodSync data backup and synchronization utility is FREE for personal use; a
professional version of the product can be purchased for $19.95 (USD), with Enterprise and
OEM pricing available. GoodSync Version 6 is now available for download or purchase at
www.goodsync.com.

About Siber Systems:
Founded in 1995, Siber Systems creates and markets a wide range of software to both
professional programmers and the general public. The company’s three best-known products
are RoboForm, RoboForm2Go, and GoodSync. RoboForm, a unique password and identity
organizer for PCs and mobile devices, has over two million active users worldwide and is
available in both consumer and enterprise versions. RoboForm2Go is a portable version of
RoboForm that runs directly from USB flash drives combining convenient and secure password
management with complete portability. GoodSync is a powerful, yet easy-to-use file backup and
synchronization software. The firm also licenses various data parsing, compilation, and
transformation products to major technology companies. Headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia,
Siber Systems is privately held.
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